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“…Walton Gas stepped in with light, 
with hope, and with love. It has truly saved Christmas, 
and it has saved a family.”

During December, 104.7 FM The FISH encourages 

listeners to nominate friends and family in need for The 

FISH Christmas Wish. This charitable program connects 

those going through intense hardship with individuals and 

businesses that want to help. 

WALTON GAS WANTED TO HELP.

“The story of the Berry family tugged particularly hard at the 
heartstrings of our company,” said Walton Gas Communications 
Coordinator Savannah Chandler.

In early 2015, Dave Berry began to 
notice difficulties with his health. Like 
others, Dave was unaware his body was 
already battling cancer.

The weight of a household with three 
children and a cancer-stricken spouse landed 
on the shoulders of Dave’s wife, Shain.

As medical bills continued to pour in, Walton Gas 
assisted this family with bills, groceries and gifts. 

“This has been one of the darkest seasons, but 
suddenly Walton Gas stepped in with light, with hope, 
and with love. It has truly saved Christmas, and it has 
saved a family,” said David Cypher, nominator. 

LIGHT, HOPE + LOVE

Walton Gas selected the Berry family as a Christmas Wish 
recipient on 104.7 The FISH. Pictured are, from left, Hannah, 
Dave, Jonathan, David and Shain Berry.

http://www.waltongas.com/


Toll Free 866-WEMCGAS (936-2427)

or 770-267-2505

Front Counter Hours
Weekdays, 8 AM to 5 PM

Call Center Hours
Weekdays, 7 AM to 7 PM

Monroe 842 US Hwy. 78 NW

Snellville 3645 Lenora Church Rd.

Watkinsville 2061-D Hog Mountain Rd.

Allen Powers
Director of Gas Operations

Philip Peters 
Commercial Accounts Only

Savannah Chandler, MCC 
Communications Coordinator

Greg Brooks, MCC
Community and Public Relations Director

Call Atlanta Gas Light
to report gas leaks or 
emergencies anytime.

Inside Metro Atlanta 770-907-4231

Outside Metro Atlanta 877-427-4321

Send recipe, name, address to:

Walton Gas 
Attn: Recipe 
P.O. Box 260 
Monroe, GA 30655
or gasette@waltonemc.com

Send us your recipes!
The best entry each month
will appear in the Gasette
and receive a free cookbook. 

Sweetheart
skillet steaks

Season steak the night before. Remove steaks 
from the fridge one hour before cooking. Add a 
few tablespoons of oil to a heavy skillet and place 
on high heat. Add steak to skillet and cook on each 
side for several minutes (depending on doneness 
preference and thickness of meat). When the steak is 
nearly cooked, add butter. Let the steak rest at least five minutes. 

Featured recipes are not independently tested so, we must depend on the accuracy of the cooks sending 
them. Always use safe food handling, preparation and cooking procedures from the recognized experts.

Steak

Seasoning

Oil 

Butter

January  $149.70  

February  $180.61 

March  $141.03 

April  $91.00 

May  $58.57 

June  $41.73 

July  $39.87 

August  $39.15 

September  $38.74 

October  $38.67 

November  $56.53 

December  $111.18 

MONTH BILL

$82.00

Based on Previous Average Residential Bills

Levelized payment amounts are rounded
to the nearest dollar.

Georgia Proud! 
Georgia Proud bamboo cutting boards 
can be purchased for $15 by visiting 
the Monroe, 
Watkinsville or 
Snellville 
payment office.

Order over the 
phone and have it 
shipped for $20
by dialing 
770.267.2505.

Levelized billing averages 
your gas bill each month to 
give your budget a break. 
It works like this: Add your 
current bill to the bills 
from the last 11 months – 
now divide by 12. 

Your totals may be slightly higher during the summer, but you’ll 
pay less in the winter when you’re using the most gas. Your bill 
won’t be exactly the same each month, but it should not vary by 
more than a few dollars. 

If you’ve been with Walton for at least a year and have no 
outstanding balance, call 770.267.2505 to enroll today!

Walton Gas reserves the right to limit availability of this billing option. If a payment is 
late, your account is automatically removed from the program. TOTAL $986.78

DIVIDE BY  12 months

EQUALS       

A perfect 
valentine 

gift!

E
L

E
V

Every row, column, and mini-grid must 
contain the letters L, O, V and E.

Visit facebook.com/waltongas for the solution.

Love of logic puzzle

Levelized 
billing is sweet!

https://www.facebook.com/WaltonGas/

